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ABSTRACT 
This paper describes a preliminary design for a submerged artificial surfing reef (ASR) to be 
constructed off the coast of Cocoa Beach in Brevard County, Florida. The three main 
purposes of this reef are to create a world-class surfing reef break, stabilize the shoreline, and 
provide a stable habitat for marine life. Two Brevard County public beach parks were 
surveyed as possible locations for the Cocoa Beach ASR. The mean design wave parameters 
were a height of 3.9 ft (1.19 m), period of 7 seconds and direction of 90° true (shore parallel). 
The reef design was a chevron shape 400 ft (122 m) longshore, 575 ft (175 m) cross-shore 
with an 80° angle of incidence to the mean wave direction. The reef was positioned 800 ft 
(244 m) offshore with a constant crest elevation of -3 ft (-0.91 m) relative to MSL. The reef 
gradients were varied from 1:5 to 1:20, giving the reef a convex profile shape. Analysis of the 
reef, using theoretical methods and the computer wave model STWAVE, predicted that the 
reef would produce good waves suitable for a broad range of surfers. A salient with amplitude 
of 320 ft (98 m) and length of 2562 ft (781 m) was predicted. The Cocoa Beach ASR was 
designed to be constructed using geosynthetic sand-filled containers. The containers would be 
positioned empty and filled in place. The total estimated cost for construction of the Cocoa 
Beach ASR is US$3 million, not including salient nourishment.  
 

INTRODUCTION 
This paper describes a preliminary design for a submerged artificial surfing reef (ASR) to be 
constructed off the coast of Cocoa Beach in Brevard County, Florida. The three main 
purposes of this reef are to provide Brevard County with a world-class surfing reef break to 
supplement its natural beach breaks, provide significant protection from beach erosion, and to 
provide a stable habitat for marine life.   
 
Cocoa Beach has a rich surfing tradition and hosts several large surf contests each year. What 
Cocoa Beach lacks are waves worthy of its well known reputation. The addition of a world 
class reef break would bolster Cocoa Beach’s reputation as the surfing capital of the U.S. 
Atlantic Coast and help attract top level surfers and competitions to its beaches. Increased 
interest from the surfing community would have a positive effect on the local economy and 
raise awareness of Cocoa Beach as a surfing destination.  
 
The design of the artificial reef was based primarily on the surfing science and engineering 
developed by ASR Limited of New Zealand. Their work was featured in Special Issue 
Number 29 of the Journal of Coastal Research.  
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FIELD RESEARCH AND DATA 

Cocoa Beach is situated on a barrier island on the east coast of Florida immediately south of 
Cape Canaveral. The prevailing longshore currents cause a net littoral transport of sediment 
from north to south. The southerly littoral transport however is interrupted by the jetties at 
Port Canaveral causing significantly higher rates of erosion to the beaches south of the port 
than would occur naturally. The beaches of Brevard County have been the subject of several 
re-nourishment projects between 1974 and 1996 (USACE, 1996). The detrimental effect of 
Port Canaveral has been so well documented in fact that the U.S. Congress recently 
authorized US$253,000,000 for a fifty year project of beach re-nourishment for southern 
Brevard County (USACE, 1996). The first phase of this project was completed in 2002 and a 
supplemental phase was required after the hurricane season of 2004.  
 

Site Selection 
Two Cocoa Beach public parks, Sheppard Park and Lori Wilson Park, have been selected as 
potential locations for the Cocoa Beach ASR. Both parks have ample parking and are within 
close proximity to hotels, shops, and restaurants.  
 

Tide and Sea Level Data 
Tide data for Cocoa Beach was obtained from the Port Canaveral Trident Pier tide station, 
managed by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. The Trident Pier station 
information is presented in Table 1.  
 

Table 1. Trident Pier Tide Station 

Station Name Trident Pier, 
FL 

Station ID 8721604 

Latitude 28° 24.9’ N 

Longitude 80° 35.6’ W 

MLLW elevation 
(NAVD 1988) 

- 2.9 ft (-0.88 
m) 

MSL elevation 
(NAVD 1988) 

-1.0 ft (-0.30 
m) 

Mean Tide Range 3.47 ft (1.06 
m) 

Diurnal Tide 
Range 

3.97 ft (1.21 
m) 

(NOAA, 2005) 
 
 

Ideally, the crest of a submerged artificial surfing reef should be as close as possible to the 
Mean Lower Low Water level without becoming exposed. A shallow reef crest will maximize 
its effectiveness as a surf break during higher tides with small waves. A shallow submerged 
reef will also be more effective at dissipating wave energy during high wave storm events. 
Based on the data from the Trident Pier station a reef with a crest 1.1 ft (0.34 m) below 
MLLW will be exposed less than six tide cycles per year. This value was adopted as the 
design depth for the Cocoa Beach ASR crest.  
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Wave Climate Analysis 

Historical wave data was obtained from the Wave Information Studies (WIS) online database 
maintained by the Coastal and Hydraulics Laboratory (CHL) of the U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers (USACE, 2005). The WIS database includes hindcasts of significant wave height, 
peak period, mean period, and mean wave direction.  
 
Data for Cocoa Beach was obtained from WIS Station 439 which is located approximately 9.8 
nautical miles offshore at a depth of 17 meters, chart coordinates 28.33°N Latitude, 80.42° W 
Longitude. Data was available for the period from January 1, 1980 to December 31, 1999. 
The shore normal azimuth for Cocoa Beach is approximately 90° true. The mean wave 
conditions for Station 439 are listed in Table 2. 
 

Table 2. Mean Wave Data 

Significant Wave 
Height (Hs) 

3.6 ft    (1.1 m) 
 

Peak Period (Tp) 7 seconds 

Direction 90° true 

 
The wave data from WIS Station 439 was transformed into deep water and various nearshore 
depths using Linear Wave Theory as defined by the USACE Coastal Engineering Manual 
(CEM) (USACE, 2002).  
 

Site Surveys 
Beach profile surveys were performed at both sites using the differential leveling technique. 
All measurements were taken relative to Florida Department of Environmental Protection 
(FDEP) monuments. All elevations listed in this report are relative to the NAVD1988 vertical 
datum. The vertical and horizontal accuracy was estimated to be ± 1 ft (0.30 m). 
 
Bathymetric surveys were conducted from the shoreline out to approximately 4000 feet (1220 
m) offshore. The surveys were performed using a kayak; Wide Area Augmentation System 
(WAAS) enabled Global Positioning Satellite (GPS) receiver and a hand held sonar device. 
FDEP data from previous surveys was also collected and compared to the current surveys.  A 
Garmin GPS 72 hand held receiver was used for all horizontal position readings. The receiver 
has a specified accuracy of ± 10 ft (3.05 m) when used in the WAAS enabled mode.  All 
depth readings were recorded using a Norcross Hawk Eye DF2200PX hand held sonar 
system. The sonar accuracy was tested by comparing sonar soundings to depth readings taken 
using a survey rod and weighted tape measure in a swimming pool and offshore. The average 
error between readings was 0.3 ft (0.09 m) and the largest error was 0.9 ft (0.27 m). The depth 
measurements were considered accurate to within ± 1 ft (0.30 m) taking into account 
instrument error and variable wave conditions.  
  
Several transits were performed at each site during higher tides with swell activity less than 1 
ft (0.30 m). The local time, sonar depth reading, and GPS coordinates were recorded for each 
data point. All depth readings were corrected for tide levels at six minute intervals using data 
from the Trident Pier tide station. The bathymetric profiles for both sites were virtually 
identical. This indicated that a common reef design could be used for either site. The profiles 
were very uniform in the long shore direction and the slope of the shoreline was very gradual 
in the cross shore direction, with a gradient of 1:120.  
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Profile data from the FDEP database was collected for surveys performed in 1972, 1986, 
1993, and 2003. Comparisons of the data from both sites showed that the natural sandbar 
location varied between 250-500 feet (76 – 152 m) offshore but the overall slope was very 
constant with an elevation variation of approximately ± 1.5 feet (0.46 m).(FDEP, 2005). 
Bathymetry contour maps were created from the current survey data using the mapping 
software Surfer (Golden Software, 1997). The contour map for Lori Wilson Park is shown in 
Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Lori Wilson Park Bathymetry Map 
 
 

Sediment Size Analysis 
Four sediment samples were collected from each site at various regions from the dune crest 
out to a depth of 30 ft (9.15 m). The samples were analyzed for grain size and distribution. 
This sediment data will be utilized for any salient pre-nourishment calculations or shoreline 
response modeling which might be required as part of the final reef design project but was not 
included in the scope of this report. A grain size statistical analysis was performed per the 
procedure outlined by DEAN and DALRYMPLE (2002). A plot of the mean and standard 
deviations is shown in Figure 2. The mean grain sizes for each site were fairly consistent. 
Both sites had very fine, well sorted sand offshore. 
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Figure 2. Sediment Grain Size Distribution 

 
PRELIMINARY REEF DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS 

A set of preliminary reef dimensions was used to determine the offshore location and depth of 
the reef. The preliminary reef dimensions are shown in Figure 3. The reef was chevron shaped 
with the peak oriented normal to the shoreline. The overall width was 500 ft (152 m) and the 
crest length was 346 ft (105 m). An initial wave peel angle of 60° was chosen to create a 
moderately fast wave with a focus at the peak of the chevron to create an easy take off point.  
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Figure 3. Preliminary Reef Dimensions 
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SALIENT CALCULATIONS AND REEF POSITIONING 

BLACK and ANDREWS (2001a) developed the following empirical relationships for 
predicting the size of the salient, based upon the reef width and distance offshore. Refer to 
Figure 4 for salient parameter descriptions. 
 
B - Reef width  
S - Distance offshore   
Yoff -  Salient amplitude  
Xoff - Distance between reef and salient 
Dtot - Length of salient 
 
 
(1) B/S ≤ 0.1 Salient may not form  
(2) B/S > 0.1 Salient will form  
(3) B/S > 0.6 Tombolo may form   
(4) Xoff  / B = 0.498 (B/S) -1.268  
(5) Xoff  = S - Yoff      
(6) Yoff / Dtot = 0.125 ± 0.020 
 
 

Reef

Salient

Original Shoreline

Dtot

Yoff

B

Xoff

S
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Figure 4. Salient Calculation Parameters 
 
The preliminary design width (B) of the Cocoa Beach reef was 500 ft (152 m). Figures 5 and 
6 show the estimated salient amplitudes and lengths as a function of offshore distance 
calculated using the relationships from Black and Andrews. Both the amplitude and length of 
the salient increase with distance offshore until a peak is reached at approximately 2500 ft 
(760 m). After 3000 ft (915 m) the effect of the reef decreases rapidly.   
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Figure 5. Salient Amplitude 

 

Salient Length Calculations vs Offshore Distance
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Figure 6. Salient Length 

 
 
If the only intent of the reef was to maximize the salient an offshore distance of 2500 ft would 
have been chosen. However there were other considerations included in this decision. The 
further offshore the reef is placed the deeper the water becomes. Consequently, the reef must 
be larger to reach the desired crest level of -1.1 ft (-0.34 m) relative MLLW. Additionally, 
since the reef will be used for surfing it was desirable to place the reef as close to shore as 
possible to reduce the distance required to paddle out and to increase the viewing 
opportunities on shore. For these reasons a B/S ratio of 0.5 was chosen which equates to an 
offshore distance of 1000 ft (305 m). This will place the reef relatively close to shore without 
interfering with the longshore sediment flow and risking the formation of a tombolo.  
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Predicted Salient for Cocoa Beach Reef 
The preliminary design width of the Cocoa Beach reef was 500 ft (152 m). The base of the 
reef was positioned 1000 ft (305 m) offshore relative to MSL. The predicted salient 
parameters taken from Figures 5 and 6 were as follows.  
 
Salient Amplitude (Yoff ) =  400 ft (122 m) 
Salient Length (Dtot ) = 3203 ft (976 m) 
 
Black recommends that the salient be constructed via beach re-nourishment prior to reef 
installation so that no sediment from the existing shoreline system is required to create the 
stabilized salient. Once a stabilized salient has formed there should be no interruption of the 
natural sediment flow.  
 

Salient Predictions from the Coastal Engineering Manual (CEM) 
The CEM presents numerous theories on the prediction of shoreline response behind 
nearshore breakwaters (USACE, 2002). The different theories present a wide range of reef 
width to offshore distance ratios (B/S) for salient and tombolo formation. The ratios are 
summarized in Table 3. The design B/S ratio for the Cocoa Beach reef is 0.5, the low side of 
the range for salient formation.   

 
Table 3. Shoreline Response behind Offshore Breakwaters 

Formation B/S Range Average 
B/S Value 

Tombolo > 0.67 – 2.5 > 1.5 

Salient 0.4 – 1.5 0.8 

None ≤ 0.125 – 0.5 < 0.25 

(USACE, 2002) 
 
The CEM also presents the beach response index (Is) developed by AHRENS and COX (1990 
– cited USACE, 2002). The formations predicted for different Is values are listed in Table 4. 
The calculated Is for the Cocoa Beach reef is 4.55 which predicts the formation of a subdued 
salient.  
 
Is = exp (1.72 – 0.41 B/S) 
 

Table 4. Formations predicted using Beach Response Index 
 

Formation Is 
Permanent Tombolos 1 

Periodic Tombolos 2 

Well Developed Salients 3 

Subdued Salients 4 

No formation 5 

(USACE, 2002) 
 
The empirical relationships developed by BLACK and ANDREWS (2001a) and all the 
theories presented in the CEM predict that a salient will form behind the Cocoa Beach reef 
with a width to offshore distance ratio of 0.5. None of the theories presented predict the 
formation of a tombolo at that ratio.  
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REEF DESIGN REQUIREMENTS 

 
 The reef design is based on the following requirements.  

• Wave heights: 2 –10 ft (0.61 – 3.05 m) 

• Mean deep water wave height: 3.9 ft (1.19 m) 

• Wave periods: 5 – 14 seconds 

• Mean wave period: 7 seconds 

• Wave directions: 45°- 135°  

• Mean wave direction: 90° 

• Symmetric chevron shape to create a left and right peeling break 

• Reef crest located -1.1 feet (-0.34 m) relative MLLW (-3 ft relative MSL) 

• Reef would have a pronounced focus to create a central peak take-off zone 

• Convex profile shape to optimize the breaking intensity over the entire range of design 
wave heights 

• Breaking intensity: medium to very high (vortex ratios between 3.1 – 1.91)  

• Peel angles: 30° – 60°   
 

Standard Reef Profile and Gradients 
The reef was designed with a convex profile to optimize the breaking intensity over the entire 
range of design wave heights. The actual orthogonal reef gradients are very difficult to 
determine before the reef has been analyzed using computer wave modeling, so the contour 
normal gradients were used as a first approximation for the initial profile design. 
 
The contour normal reef gradients were chosen by analyzing gradients vs. Irribarren numbers, 
for different wave periods and breaking heights, in an effort to keep the breaking intensity 
fairly constant over the range of design wave conditions. Figure 7 shows the variation of 
Irribarren number with wave breaking height for various reef gradients and wave periods. The 
mean breaking wave height for Cocoa Beach is approximately 4 ft (1.22 m) which equates to 
an Irribarren number range between 0.4 – 1.25. The median Irribarren number of 0.8 was 
chosen as the design breaking intensity.  
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Figure 7. Irribarren Number vs. Wave Height for various Wave Periods and Reef Gradients 
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Figure 8 shows the variation in reef gradient required to maintain a constant Irribarren number 
of 0.8 over the range of design wave heights and periods. The reef gradients required vary 
from 0.05 for a two foot wave (0.61 m) with a period of 11 seconds to over 0.20 for a ten foot 
wave (3.05 m) with a 5 second period.  
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Figure 8. Reef Gradient vs. Breaker Height 

 
 
The initial design gradients for the Cocoa Beach reef, selected from Figure 8, varied from 
0.20 (1:5) at the toe to 0.05 (1:20) at the crest, in two foot increments of depth (see Figure 9). 
This convex profile was chosen to accommodate the design wave heights of 2-10 feet 
between mean low water and mean high water.   
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Figure 9. Initial Reef Design Profile 
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BREAKING DEPTH VERSUS WAVE BREAKING HEIGHT ANALYSIS 

An analysis was performed to estimate the depth at which waves of various breaking heights 
would break on the reef. The estimated breaking depths were determined using Figure II-4-2 
from the CEM. This figure was produced from laboratory research on monochromatic waves 
performed by WEGGEL (1972- cited USACE, 2002). The analysis of reef section depths and 
estimated breaking heights for MLW and MHW are summarized in Table 5. The analysis 
suggests that the initial reef design should create waves of consistent breaking intensity for all 
design wave conditions except waves less than 5 ft high (1.52 m) during high tide.  
 

Table 5. Analysis of Breaking Depths for Cocoa Beach Reef 
 

Reef 
Section 
Gradient 

Reef Section 
Depths (ft) 
Min – Max 
MLW 
Min – Max 
MHW 

Estimated  
Breaking 
Wave 
Heights (ft) 

1:20 1.25 – 3.25 
4.75 - 6.75 

2 – 3 
5 - 7 

1:15 3.25 – 5.25 
6.75 -  8.75 

4 – 7 
7 - 10 

1:10 5.25 – 7.25 
8.75 - 10.75 

6 – 10 
> 9 

1:5 7.25 – 15.25 
10.75 - 18.75 

> 9 
> 10 

 
 

REEF PLAN VIEWS AND XYZ GRID DATA FILES 
A two dimensional (2D) elevation contour sketch of the reef was drawn using Inventor 
(Autodesk, 2003) computer aided design software. The 2D sketch was divided into a 10 ft x 
10 ft (3.05 m) grid and the three dimensional coordinates at each grid point were recorded to 
create an XYZ grid data file for the reef. This XYZ grid data file was then superimposed onto 
the offshore bathymetry at Lori Wilson Park using the mapping software Surfer.  Figure 10 
shows the initial reef design superimposed on the bathymetry offshore of Lori Wilson Park. 
The elevation contours are shown in 2 foot (0.61 m) intervals relative to NAVD 1988.  
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Figure 10. Reef Location offshore of Lori Wilson Park 
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COMPUTER WAVE MODELING 

The ASR design and performance was analyzed using the computer wave model STWAVE. 
STWAVE is a steady-state spectral wave model developed by the Coastal and Hydraulics 
Laboratory of the USACE used to predict nearshore wave refraction, shoaling and breaking 
over complex bathymetries. STWAVE is a finite difference model based on the wave action 
balance equation. STWAVE version 4.0 was used in the analysis of the Cocoa Beach ASR. 
STWAVE 4.0 uses the following assumptions in its simulations (USACE, 2001): 
  
1. Mild bottom slope with negligible wave reflection – this assumption was reasonably valid 

for application to the Cocoa Beach ASR. Although the slope of the reef may not be 
considered mild. 

2. Spatially homogeneous offshore wave conditions – the input wave spectrum is constant 
along the offshore boundary. This assumption was valid since the bathymetry grid used in 
the model was less than one kilometer wide. 

3. Steady-state waves, currents, and winds – the waves, currents and winds are held constant 
over the simulation period. This assumption was valid since only short durations were 
tested. The winds and currents were set to zero for all simulations on the ASR. 

4. Linear refraction and shoaling – STWAVE uses linear wave theory for its calculations. 
STWAVE will underestimate wave heights as waves approach the breaking point. This 
assumption was considered valid for the initial ASR design analysis. 

5. Depth uniform current – STWAVE assumes currents are constant through the water 
column. This assumption was valid since currents were set at zero for all simulations. 

6. Bottom friction is neglected – this assumption is valid for wave propagation over short 
distances such as the grid used to test the Cocoa Beach ASR.   

7. Linear radiation stress – STWAVE calculates radiation stress using linear wave theory. 
Radiation stress is used for circulation modeling which was not performed on the Cocoa 
Beach ASR. 

 
Surface Water Modeling System Interface 

The Surface Water Modeling System (SMS) is a windows based interface to STWAVE which 
was developed by the Environmental Modeling Research Laboratory at Brigham Young 
University. The SMS version 9.0 interface was used to generate Cartesian grids, input wave 
spectra, run STWAVE, and visualize STWAVE outputs (USACE, 2001). The bathymetry of 
the Cocoa Beach ASR and surrounding natural bottom was converted into a Cartesian grid 
with cells of equal length and width, 10 ft (3.05 m), for input into SMS. Each grid cell 
contained the corresponding depth for that location. STWAVE model simulations were run 
for the following conditions.  
 
1. Mean wave conditions at mean high water (MHW), mean sea level (MSL) and mean low 

water (MLW): 
 Hs0 = 3.9 ft (1.19 m) / T= 7s / α0 = 0° 
 
2. Mean wave height and period from 25° at MHW, MSL and MLW: 
 Hs0 = 3.9 ft (1.19 m) / T= 7s / α0 = 25° 

 
3. Minimum surfable wave conditions at MLW: 
 Hs0 = 1.7 ft (0.52 m) / T= 6s / α0 = 0° 
 
4. High wave surfing conditions at MSL: 
 Hs0 = 7.0 ft (2.13 m) / T= 11s / α0 = 0° 
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Examples of the STWAVE analysis results are provided in Appendix A. 
 

Wave Modeling Analysis and Design Modifications 
The initial reef design was modified based upon the results of the computer modeling until the 
reef’s performance met the design requirements. The shallow reef gradients (1:20, 1:15, and 
1:10) were expanded from 2 ft to 3 ft (0.61-0.91 m) increments to achieve the desired 
breaking intensity and vortex ratio. This modification increased the overall width of the 
standard cross section from 144 ft (43.9 m) to 174 ft (53.0 m) as shown in Figure 11. 
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Figure 11. Reef Standard Cross Section 

 
The reef orientation was adjusted more shore normal to increase the wave peel angles and 
decrease the wave breaking speeds. The initial reef orientation, with respect to the mean wave 
direction, was increased from 60° to 80° and the aft end of the reef was rotated another 5° for 
a final orientation of 85°. The focus was also widened to allow for a smoother transition from 
peak to reef arms. The final reef design is shown in Figures 12 and 13. 
 

 
Figure 12. Final Reef Plan View 

 
The deep gap between the two reef arms was maintained to dissipate the height of the broken 
waves passing over the reef. This height dissipation should help reduce the possibility of 
wave interference between the right and left breaking waves.  
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Figure 13. Final Reef 3-D View 

 
SALIENT CALCULATIONS 

The final reef design was approximately 400 ft (122 m) wide (B) which is 100 ft (30.5 m) 
narrower than the initial version. The offshore distance (S) was reduced to 800 ft (244 m) in 
order to maintain the original B/S ratio. The salient was calculated for both offshore distances 
and the results are listed in Table 6. A subdued salient was predicted for both cases with no 
possibility of tombolo formation.  
 
Table 6. Predicted Salients for Final Reef Design (All dimensions in feet) 
 

S B/S Amplitude  Length  

1000  0.4 363  2907  

800  0.5 320  2562  

 
 

Salient Volume Prediction 
The maximum predicted salient profile was plotted versus the existing profile for Lori Wilson 
Park (Figure 14). For the purposes of this estimate it was assumed that the offshore salient 
profile would parallel the existing bathymetric profile. The area differential between the two 
profiles was calculated per the trapezoidal rule using -20 ft elevation as the baseline. The area 
differential calculation was performed using an Excel spreadsheet. The salient volume was 
then calculated using the following relationship. The results are listed in Table 7.  
 
Salient Volume = (maximum salient profile area * salient length) / 2    
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Table 7. Predicted Salient Volumes 

 

S B/S Predicted  
Volume 

1000 ft 0.4 365,000 yd3 
279,000 m3 

800 ft 0.5 220,000 yd3 
168,202 m3 

 
These volume estimates are considered high because the predicted plan form of the salients 
should be smaller than the wedge shapes used in the estimates. The actual salient volumes 
may be less. 
 

Maximum Predicted Salient Profile at Lori Wilson Park for Reef Version 2  
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Figure 14. Predicted Salient Profile vs. Existing Profile 

 
WAVE MODELING ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 

The results of the STWAVE simulations are summarized in Table 8.  
 
Table 8. Modeling Results Summary 
 

Description

Hs0       

(ft)

T    

(s)

α0     

(deg)

Tide

Peak 

Wave 

Height 

(ft)

Min 

Right 

Arm 

Height 

(ft)

Min 

Left 

Arm 

Height 

(ft)

Min 

Right 

Peel 

Angle 

(deg)

Min 

Left 

Peel 

Angle 

(deg)

Mean 3.9 7 0 MHW 5.0 3.6 3.6 60 60

Mean 3.9 7 0 MSL 5.0 3.3 3.3 45 45

Mean 3.9 7 0 MLW 4.6 2.6 2.6 35 35

Mean 3.9 7 25 MHW 6.9 5.2 6.2 45 70

Mean 3.9 7 25 MSL 7.2 5.9 6.6 45 65

Mean 3.9 7 25 MLW 6.6 5.9 6.6 45 65

Minimum 1.7 6 0 MLW 3.6 3.0 3.0 60 60

High 7.0 11 0 MSL 11.8 8.2 8.2 60 60

STWAVE ModelWave Conditions
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Reef Wave Height Reinforcement 

 STWAVE predicted wave height reinforcements at the reef focus from 1.2 to 2.1 over the 
deepwater wave heights. The predicted minimum wave heights along the arms of the reef 
vary with wave direction and period but were typically less than the deepwater values due to 
refraction.   
 

Reef Peel Angle Predictions 
The peel angle estimates range from 35° to 70° with an average of 53° and a standard 
deviation of 11°. These predicted peel angles meet the design requirement of 30° – 60°.  
 

Vortex Ratio Estimates and Analysis 
The estimated vortex ratios for the mean, minimum, and high wave conditions are presented 
in Figure 15. The predicted vortex ratios range from 1.7 to 4.2. The corresponding breaking 
intensities are extreme to low. The large variation in breaking intensities is expected since the 
tide range of 4 ft (1.22 m) at Cocoa Beach is greater than the mean wave height of 3.9 ft (1.19 
m).The mean wave with mean peel angle at MSL has a vortex ratio of 2.5 which corresponds 
to a high breaking intensity. This is considered a good average value for the breaking 
intensity. The vortex ratios at high wave conditions vary from 1.9 to 2.0 which correspond to 
very high breaking intensities. The vortex ratio relationship however does not account for the 
effects of higher wave heights and periods on the breaking intensity. It is expected that the 
actual breaking intensity at high wave conditions will be milder than the predictions based 
solely on the vortex ratio.   
 

Reef Version 2

Vortex Ratio vs Peel Angle
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Figure 15. Vortex Ratio vs. Peel Angle 

 
Estimated Surfing Ride Length and Duration 

The length of a surfing ride over the reef may be estimated as the distance from the initial 
breakpoint to the end of the reef. The duration may be estimated by dividing this length by the 
wave celerity. The ride length and duration estimates are listed in Table 9. Average rides over 
the reef during mean wave conditions are expected to be 415 ft (126 m) and last 42 seconds. 
The average ride for the existing beach break is less than 10 seconds. This represents a nearly 
400 percent increase in ride length. The surfing skill level is taken from the classification 
developed by ASR Ltd (HUTT et al., 2001). 
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COCOA BEACH ASR DESIGN SUMMARY 

The Cocoa Beach ASR should produce waves with a broad range of breaking intensities and 
peel angles which will be suitable for surfers at the intermediate skill level and above. The 
average ride should be approximately 415 ft (126 m) long and last 42 seconds. The reef 
should break at MLW for any wave greater than 1.7 ft (0.5 m) high and at all tides for any 
wave greater than 5 ft (1.5 m) high. The reef should produce ride-able waves approximately 
300 days per year and good waves (Hb ≥3 ft) at least 160 days per year. The reef should 
produce high intensity tube rides during favorable wave conditions at low and mid tides.  
 

Table 9. Estimated Surfing Ride Length and Duration 

Deep 
Water 
Wave  

Tide 

Ride 
Lengt
h 
 (ft) 

Wave  
Speed 
(ft/s) 

Ride  
Time 
(s) 

Skill 
Level 
 

Mean 
wave 

ML
W 

420 10 42 7 

Mean 
wave 

MSL 400 10 40 6 

Mean 
wave 
α0 = 25° 

ML
W 

420 10 42 5 

Mean 
wave 
α0 = 25° 

MSL 400 10 40 5 

Minimu
m 
Wave     

ML
W 

350 6 58 7 

High  
Wave 

MSL 500 14 35 4 

 
 

Reef Construction Materials, Methods and Costs 
The Cocoa Beach ASR is designed to be constructed using Geosynthetic Sand-Filled 
Containers (SFC) fabricated to conform to the design dimensions set forth in this paper. The 
containers will be positioned empty and then filled in place (in-situ). Sand-filled containers 
are a class of extremely large “sand-bags” which are typically used for coastal protection at 
the shoreline. These containers can be fabricated to assume a variety of shapes when filled 
and are available in sizes up to 300 feet long and 16 feet in diameter (HARRIS and SAMPLE, 
2005). Their size and weight make them very stable and strong enough to withstand hurricane 
force wind and waves. Several SFC projects currently installed on the Florida coastline 
withstood multiple hurricanes during the 2004 season without serious damage. The SFC will 
be fabricated using a multi-cell modular design. The use of multiple cells makes the SFC 
more resistant to damage since a breach in one cell will be contained to that cell and the 
structure may still retain its design shape.  
 

Cocoa Beach ASR Modular Design 
The Cocoa Beach ASR will be comprised of twenty six modules with ten standard modules 
along the reef arms and 16 variable shaped modules at the focus and base of the reef (Figure 
16). The standard modules will be 50 ft (15.2 m) wide and approximately 174 ft (53.0 m) long 
(Figure 17). Each standard module will be divided into thirteen internal cells with a nominal  
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width of 15 ft (4.6 m) to provide shape and redundancy. The variable shaped modules will 
also be divided into internal cells consistent with their overall shape. Since the reef will be 
constructed over a gently sloping natural seabed the water depth at each module position will 
vary. The height of each module will be custom designed to maintain the desired reef crest 
depth relative to mean sea level.  
 
 

 
 

Figure 16. Cocoa Beach ASR Modules (after ASR, 2004) 
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Figure 17. Cocoa Beach ASR Standard Module Design (after ASR, 2004) 
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REEF CONSTRUCTION METHODS AND COSTS 

The following description of construction methods has been summarized from the 
construction techniques proposed for the Oil Piers Reef in Ventura County, California by 
ASR LIMITED (2004). It is expected that reef construction must be performed outside of the 
sea turtle nesting season (May – October) which is the requirement imposed on all beach re-
nourishment projects in Brevard County. The location of the reef will be surveyed and 
finalized using Differential GPS equipment. Anchors and other restraints will be installed on 
the sea bed by marine construction certified divers. 
 
The reef modules will be delivered on special rollers which will be mounted onto the stern of 
a support vessel. The modules will be rolled off of the support vessel and secured to the 
seabed anchors by divers. The modules will be filled with water to verify that the dimensions 
and depths are within design tolerances. Final surveys will be performed after all modules are 
in place to verify correct positioning prior to sand filling. Sand-water slurry will be pumped 
from hopper barges into the reef module cells using submergible dredge pumps. Multiple cells 
may be filled simultaneously depending on the pumping capability available. Divers will be 
required to monitor the fill operation and maintain the fill line manifold. Laser leveling will 
be utilized to verify final reef crest depths. Once the filling operation is complete the fill and 
drain ports will be sealed.  The estimated volume of sand required to fill the reef was 46,000 
cubic yards (35,000 cubic meters). The sand source for filling the reef should be the same 
source used for beach nourishment operations so that any sand lost during the operation will 
meet the size and color requirements imposed by the USACE.  
 

Salient Nourishment Cost Estimate 
Salient nourishment will be necessary to prevent interruption of the natural sediment transport 
during salient stabilization. Interruption of the sediment transport would cause erosion to 
beaches adjacent to the reef project. The predicted salient should be added to the existing 
shoreline using standard beach re-nourishment techniques in conjunction with filling the reef 
modules. The predicted salient for the Cocoa Beach ASR will vary depending on the final 
offshore distance chosen. The preliminary cost estimates for salient nourishment are listed in 
Table 10. A rate of $7.25 per cubic yard of nourishment was used for these estimates, as used 
by the USACE in their cost estimates for the north reach of the Brevard County Beach re-
nourishment project (USACE, 1996). It may be possible to reduce the final salient volume 
and corresponding cost based on additional design modifications and shoreline response 
analysis.  
 

Table 10. Salient Nourishment Cost Estimates 
 

Reef  
Offshore 
Distance 

Predicted  
Salient  
Volume 

Estimated 
Nourishment 
Cost 

1000 ft 365,000 yds3 $2,646,250 

800 ft 220,000 yds3 $1,595,000 
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REEF CONSTRUCTION COST ESTIMATE 

The cost estimate presented in Table 11 was based on the Oil Piers reef project which is 
similar in scope and design. The total time required to complete construction was estimated at 
12 weeks. Salient nourishment is not included in this estimate.   
 

Table 11. Reef Project Cost Estimate 
 

Item Cost 
Reef Modules Fabrication $ 1,000,000 

Project Mobilization 50,000 

DGPS Survey 50,000 

Install Anchors 80,000 

Sand Transport (dredging and barges) 500,000 

Module Deployment 500,000 

Sand Pumping (reef modules) 500,000 

Materials 40,000 

Equipment 150,000 

Demobilization 50,000 

Total US$ 2,920,000 
 
 

CONCLUSION 
The final Cocoa Beach ASR design dimensions are 400 ft (122 m) longshore and 575 ft (175 
m) cross-shore. The landward base will be located 800 ft (244 m) offshore. The reef is 
predicted to stabilize 2562 ft (781 m) of shoreline and create a salient with a maximum width 
of 320 ft (98 m). The salient should be nourished in conjunction with the construction of the 
reef so that there will be no interruption of the natural littoral sediment transport which could 
cause degradation of the adjacent beaches. The estimated cost of salient nourishment is $1.6 
million. This cost could be reduced by moving the reef closer to shore which would decrease 
the salient nourishment required to maintain shoreline stability. 
 
The Cocoa Beach Artificial Surfing Reef is designed to produce world class waves with a 
broad range of breaking intensities and peel angles which will be suitable for surfers at the 
intermediate skill level and above. The average surfing ride is predicted to be 415 ft (126 m) 
long and last 42 seconds. The reef should break at low tides for wave heights greater than 1.7 
ft (0.5 m) and at all tides for wave heights greater than 5 ft (1.5 m). Based on historical wave 
data, the reef is expected to produce surfable waves approximately 300 days per year and 
good waves, Hb ≥3 ft (0.9 m), at least 160 days per year. The reef should produce high 
intensity tube rides under favorable wave conditions at low and mid tides. 
 
The reef will be constructed using modular sand-filled containers fabricated from 
geosynthetic material. The reef modules will be positioned and secured to the seabed empty 
then filled in-place from hopper barges. The estimated construction cost of the Cocoa Beach 
ASR is US$3 million. A multi-purpose artificial surfing reef will provide significant 
protection from localized beach erosion and provide a stable habitat for marine life. The 
addition of a world class reef break would bolster Cocoa Beach’s reputation as the surfing 
capital of the U.S. Atlantic Coast and help attract top level surfers and competitions to its 
beaches. Increased interest from the surfing community would have a positive effect on the 
local economy and raise awareness of Cocoa Beach as a surfing destination.   
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Appendix A: Examples of STWAVE Analysis Results 

 

 
Figure 18. Mean Wave Heights at Mean Sea Level (m) 

 

 
Figure 19. Mean Wave Refraction at Mean Sea Level (deg) 


